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FURNITURE CARE PRODUCTS
A Texas artisan’s compound unites natural beeswax and selected natural oils in a
furniture care formula you can trust. Created out of necessity to do the job
better!

Benefits and Uses
Maintaining, Restoring, Polishing, and Protecting Wood Furniture. Excels on
finished & unfinished wood. Polishes, revives and enriches wood, forming a
protective surface; prevents wood shrinkage and cracking.

Products
A Scientific Blend of Pure Bees Wax & Selected Natural Oils, 100%
Biodegradable, All Natural, Non-toxic, Non-flammable, No Solvents,
Unscented & Eco-Friendly; free from petroleum distillates and silicates, and
contain no harmful ingredients (safe around children and pets)
Finisher’s Formula A premium furniture care polish that is safe for all wood products. It
unites bees wax and carefully selected oils creating a “goof proof” natural wood polish, easily
applied to intricate and large areas. It’s lotion-like consistency makes it easy to use.
Finisher’s Touch A silky wax paste with a touch of carnauba wax for a harder wax finish; for
added protection on finishes that see more contact. It was developed to be a barrier coat of
protection after using Finisher’s Formula. It is the primary choice for previously waxed, highly
polished finishes.

Application
Simply apply a small amount of polish with a lint free soft
cloth and rub with the grain of the wood, let stand a few
minutes, wipe dry and buff to the desired sheen using a clean
cloth or natural bristle brush. Apply sparingly but often.
Store the cloth for applying in a zip lock bag.
Finisher’s Touch can be used over an existing varnish,
lacquer, polyurethane, or shellac finish to polish and shine.
The wax will help fill in any scratches, cracks or minor
imperfections, allowing the light to reflect at a more even
level, producing a beautiful finish.
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